Riddles

We live on an island much bigger than this
But our singing can cause quite a stir
Don’t call us monkeys, we’re older than that
You’ll know us by our fur

I’m a venomous reptile,
And that ain’t just me braggin’
Whenever I decide to hunt,
Watch my tongue start waggin’

I’m not nocturnal
but I am famous for my moon
Its color can be shocking
It makes the others swoon.

To find this SPOTTED Arizona cat
Look sideways, over and down
These big kitties like to swim,
But camouflage earns them the crown.

In the forests of the night
we stalk the jungle floor
we rock the stripey look;
packin’ claws and teeth and more
Riddles

No tails here - we’re called apes.
Next time stop and chat
We make the forest so much better
Cuz redheads are where its at

Check out those rocks
are those big boulders?
You’d move slow like them
With a house upon your shoulders!

To keep the flies away
I’m rocking this flashy bar code
I make it look so good,
I dazzle humans by the carload

The smallest of the canines
I like fresh rodent meat
A nocturnal life and great big ears
Are how I beat the heat

This GIANT isn’t green;
You’re thinking of another aunt.
He has no teeth inside his head,
so chew his food he can’t
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Trivia

Galapagos Islands are part of which continent?

The Conservation Center is one of six places in the world that breed the endangered black-footed ferret for release into the wild. What do black-footed ferrets eat?

Cheetah and wild dogs are both predators native to which continent?

Otherwise known as chubby unicorns, Howie and Lulu are what kind of rhinos?

The white pyramid on the hill is the tomb of Arizona’s first governor, Governor Hunt. What day in February is the anniversary of Arizona’s statehood?
Who am I?

I can be found in South America and I have a tongue that is 24 inches long:

I can be found in Africa and I have a tongue that is 18 inches long:

I am the biggest spotted cat found in North America:
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Who am I?

I am the fastest land animal:

I am the largest monkey on Earth:

I can store 80 pounds of fat on my back:
Who am I?

I fly high in the sky to find food that is already dead:

I can’t fly or breathe fire:

I live in a flock and like to stand on one leg:
Who am I?

I live in the trees and yell very loudly:

Mike, Mike, Mike, Mike, Mike, Mike!
What day is it, Mike?
HUMP DAY YAH!!!!!!! What are we?:
Dad Jokes

A giraffe walks into school and lays down on the ground. The principal asks, “what is that lyin’ there?” The teacher says, “that’s not a lion! That’s a giraffe!”

Did you know that a giraffe is able to grow up to 20 feet? But they usually only just grow 4 of them.